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CURE THAT BACKACHE

Pain along the back, dizziness, headROUND UP.
THE
ache and general languor. Get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb cure
MY DOG.
all
for
Kidney, Bladder and Urinay
The curate thinks you nave no soul;
run
"When you feel all
troubles.
I know that lie lias none. But you,
without
weak
and
energy
down,
tired,
Dear friend; whose solemn
of
use this remarkable combination
As a reguroots.
herbs
nature's
and
familiar pew,
In our
it has no equal. Mother Gray's
Was pattern to my youth whose lator
Australian-Lea- f
is sold by Druggists
bark
sent by mail for 50 cents. Sample
Called men in Summer dawns to or
Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
rov
Have you gone down into the dark,
Where none of us come, none may
DAILY

Wheat
Imperial
Jersev Cream
Old

our

Pansy

self-contr-

four-squar-

Bobolink

love

Also VAFIFTY FKESH YEAST

! tiN0R

?

will not think those good brown eyes
Have spent heir light of truth so
soon ;
But in some canine paradise
Your wrath, I know, rebukes the S

GT'-U)PIG$-

1

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

I

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
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moon.

quarters o'er plain and hill
As for me,
Seeking its master
This prayer at least the gods fulfill;
That when pass the flood and see
Old Charon by the Stygian coast
Take toll of all the shades who land,
Your little faithful barking ghost
May leap to lick my phantom hand.
And
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SELIGMAN BROS

If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are hot rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy reaiiable hardware.
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CAPITAL COAL YARD.
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FRESH EGGS
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bawed Wood and Kindling.
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$400
$500

summer footwear if you
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JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF

$350

gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
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Robbed His Benefactor Adolf Fritz
was
of Cerrillos Santa Fe county,
robbed at. Albuquerque, by an old
man he had befriended. Fritz was robbed of $32.
Became Insane on Train Harrj
Huptino, a passenger on a Santa Fe
train from Bakersfield. California, to
New Orleans, became violently insane
at Las Vegas.
Held for Robbing Cars Thomas
Dunn and Leo Brooks, arrested at
Fort Sumner, Guadalupe county, have
been held at Santa Rosa for district
court on the charge of robbing freight,
cars.
Deaths at Albuquerque The Albuof last, evenquerque Trbiune-Citizeing records the following deaths: Benjamin Tuthall, a civil engineer of Norwood, O., who succumbed to tuberculosis. Mrs. Neponmcemo Matta, aged
75 years.
She Is survived by tnree
daughters. Mrs. Guadalupe Bajillos,
aged 5S years. Mark Henry who
owned several restaurants at Albu
querque.
Guests They were
Distinguished
the objects of a great deal of inter- est and the cause of considerable comment when they drove into Taos last
Saturday. They were dressed in modern garb which did not become them,
but they handled the English lanThey
guage with undeniable skill.
Their
were prominent
Arapahoes.
presence here caused some speculation. Was it an Indian council? Was
there going to be an uprising? Were
the tribes of the west going to congregate and do something? What did
it mean? With their stiff black hats
and American cut of clothes they looked peaceable if they did not look picturesque. To a representative of the
News they told all about it. They
were from Carlton, Oklahoma, and had
been to Durango, Colo. There tlhey
trouble
read the reports of
at Taos, and stopped on the way home
to talk it over with their Pueblo
friends.
Lincoln
They were Henry
who is an interpreter and a missionary of the Mennonite church; Striking-Firsta deacon in the same order;
James Hudson, and Bringing Good,
chief of the Arrapahoes.
The chief's
name does not have a very hostile
sound to it, but rather, indicates
a thunderstorm in the southeast yesdisclaimed
peace. He emphatically
noon. A year ago today the
any intent other than to make a terday
maximum was only 65 degrees and
friendly call on the Pueblos, whom 'the minimum 35; too cool for
light
they had known in other and more trousers and white shoes.
exciting days. The guests did cerIt is Important for You to Know
tainly look as if the wolf had not been The news
of Santa Fe for the city is
at their doors recently, and gave ev
the eapitol of the ..Territory and mat-- ;
outward
ery
appearance of being well ters of great importance are trans-- i
fed and prosperous.
They left on acted in this city
Hence the wide
Monday morning for El Paso
awake man or woman reads Santa
they will go to their Oklaho- Fe's
at
Subscribe
daily newspaper.
ma home. Taos Valley News.
once for the New Mexican if you
haven't your name already on the roll.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
The High Cost of Living.
by local applications, as they cannot
Increase the price of many necessl-- i
reach the diseased portion of the ear. ties without improving the quality.
There is only one way to cure deaf- Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
ness, and that is
by constitutional high standard or excellence and its
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
curative qualities without any
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- .great
increase in cost. It is the best rem-- I
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
for
cold, crop, whooping
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- edy andcoughs,
all ailments of the throat,
cough
ling sound or imperfect hearing and chest and
lungs. The genuine is in a
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
Refuse substitutes.
package.
yellow
the result, and unless the inflammas
& Co.
Stripling-Burrowtion can be taken out and this tube re- Sold by
j
an
is
It
admitted
fact
that
real es-- !
stored to its normal condition, hearand
all
men
merchants
financial
ing will be destroyed forever; nine j tate,
are
and
results
that
say
bst
quickest
cases out of ten are caused by Cain the New
obtained
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- Mexican. by advertising
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
&
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Telephone No 140 Red
Take Hall's Family Pills for
n

Goods.
v3t

Here From Canada A. E. Manhany,
a wealthy American rancher in Lewis-- j
ville. Alberta, Canada, is here on a
visit. He says that it does him good
to come to Santa Fe for a change, al-- i
though he is very fond of the life in
Alberta.
James Lopez Slaughters Fans
Striking out 17 men, James Lopez of
this city made the fans at Alamosa sit
Mr.
up and take notice vesterday.
Lopez's great twirling was in the
game between Alamosa and Silverton,
the Alamosa boys winning by a score
to 2. It is needless to say on
;of
which side Lopez played.
Christian Minister at Albuquerque
Resigns Rev. Walter E. Bryson, the
third of well known clergymen in Albuquerque to resign lately, has accepted a call to the Christian church at
London, Ky.
Drowning at Albuquerque Andres
Perassa, a student at tne U. S. Indian
school at Albuquerque, was drowned
in the Rio Grande while swimming
yesterday. He was aged 21 years and
his parents live at Las Cruces.
Seriously Injured William Frazer,
the Taos county mining man, was
seriously injured in a runaway, suffering concussion of the brain. In addition, one shoulder blade was dislocated, three ribs broken and one lung
punctured.
Another Conviction at Carrizozo
The second conviction at this term of
court at Carrizozo was secured by District Attornew E. R. Wright when
Jose Garcia was found guilty for
shooting a companion at Ancho. A jail
delivery was frustrated at. Carrizozo
by the watchfulness of the sheriff.
The prisoners had dug a hole under
the wall before their work was discovered.
Kicked in the Face While attempting to catch a horse in a pasture near
the United States Indian school at
Albuquerque, Tranquilino Sedillo was
kicked in the face by the animal and
so severely injured that he will be
confined to a bed for a month. His
jaw bone was shattered, a portion of
his right cheek was torn away, leaving his tongue exposed and his lower
lip was cut deeply.
in the Shade Yes, the
Eighty-fou- r
heat record was broken yesterday and
Saturday with a score of 84 in the
shade. Sunday the maximum was 81.
The minimum yesterday was 57 de- grees and the relative humidity was
2S per cent. There was a wind storm
last night and a velocity of 40 miles
an hour was reached. It played lots
of pranks with houses that are not
There was
fitted up with screens.
.")
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Denver, Colo.
May 111.
The forecast is fair weather to- night and Wednesday with sta- tionarv temperature.
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product or NATCBK
began to enlist soldiers, first for a
and
Wined
into life by the sun shining
service
of
nine
months'
period
GLOWING TRIBUTE.
then for three years, unless the war in xxithern Cotton Fields, nurtured bydew, the Cotton plant concenThe Proof is in Santa Fe Almost a.
was ended at an earlier date. Great ai i
(Continued From Page One)
and
Your Door.
crowds of patriotic men both young Urates in its seed that
basis
is
the
which
arms.
to
lining
the
answered
call
quality
a
and
of
Fe
old,
Santa
The public statement
of
a cowardly assassin, called and
death
From cotton field to kitchen,
gladly went to the front, to fight
citizen is in itself strong proof for for theby volunteers
at the time Old for the flag and to preserve the Union, huimn hands never touch the oil from
but
confirmation
Santa Fe people,
1 Cnttok-m- ;
i made. It is a product
Glory which floated so proudly over Thev were willing ro lay down their
of nature.
strengthens the evidence.
. , o
.
from the fat of the
omes
.
, ,
I(r.l
Fort Suinnter, in Charleston Harbor, ,.nves, ,r
iieea utf, io Keep me u..s uu hf,K ljften n
a,wav indiKestible.
Here is a Santa Fe citizen who tes- was fired upon by a hostile foe, and sullied and
,
per-to
and
untarnished,
G.UoIene, on the contrary, is made
tified years ago that Doan's Kidney our common country was in danger.
the Union.
jfrom vegetable oil, and jelly made from
Pills relieved sick kidneys and now Then you cheerfully and joyfully, and petuate
Widowed Mothers Weep.
juice of choicest fruit is not more
states the cure was permanent. Can hundreds of thousands like you, went
pure or easily digested than this product
widowed
mother
wept
a
".Many
oil expressed from the kernel ot
any sufferer from kidney ills ask bet- to the front and risked your lives on when perhaps her onlv son. possibly '
CoUou seed
ter proof? You can investigate. The many a bloody field of battle, so that a boy of only eighteen or twenty years
case is right at home.
the Union might he preserved, and of age. announced that, dutv called -- ".
...
Lino Romero, Palace avenue, Santa the United States might not be divid- him, and that he was going to enlist feel sure that both the men of the
two nations; and and
Fe, N. M.. says: "I know that Doan's ed and made into
go to the front to fight. While j north and of the south will respond
our flag might be saved from the mother
that
for
fulfill
made
claims
Pills
the
Kidney
wept ami while her heart, as readily to the call for arms, and
in the
was nearly broken, she knew that her tight as valiantly as they did against
them. If I were not confident of this dishonor and not be dragged
dust.
boy was right, and like the Roman each cither.
fact, I could never have been induced
Patriotic Fervor.
to give this remedy my endorsement.
matron, she hoped that he might reExtraordinary Bravery.
" The
bravery shown by the men in
There was a dull ache in the small of
"Although only a boy at the begin- - turn a victor or not return alive at
mv back that bothered me for a long nine' of tihf war., I- well remember the; all. She went with ihim to the re- the opposing armies and navies was
time and had by spells been the cause thrill which went through the country! cruiting office and wished him God- something extraordinary, and yet itof my laying off from work for two or at the time Fort Sumpter was fired speed, and saw him write his name was to be expected, for each was cornthree days. Doan's Kidney Pills, pro- upon. Well do I recall the patriotic upon the enlistment roll and become pes. ! of Americans, and history has
can always
shown that Americans
cured at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s fervor which sped like an electric thenceforth one of the boys in blue.
a braver
was
fi'lii.
Never
there
the
current
of
a
life
had
you
north,
"Many
through
relief
me
through
entire
perhaps
drug store, brought
than
Picketts'
like
chars
I
made
town
that
a
and
the
this
and
to
by
hamlet,
every
backboy.
city,
might try
and the few slight attacks of
paint
ache I have had since then have quick- hearty and quick response, which was word picture of his life while in the men at Ctcttyslnirg, when the entire
was practically
column
ly yielded to this remedy. I will al- given to the call of the President for service, but as it would be but a re- attacking
of the light bri
the
to
be
enlisted
for
the
of
wiped
out;
75,000
charge
of
volunteers,
production
many
experiences
Doan's
a
of
hold
high opinion
ways
has been iiif
Halaklava
at
which
in
the
of
not
so.
for
do
shall
three
not
gade
months,
you,
beginning
Kidney Pills."
was not
that the war would last
"When most of you enlisted, you moi'lalizet'd by Tennyson
many
thought
Mr. Romero gave the above testitime.
were first sent, to some camp, to be more daring, nor does history record
that
than
longer
monial in January, 1907, and when in"In a very few weeks however, the drilled and taught to be a soldier; braver soldiers than those who fought
terviewed on June 29. 1909, he said:
delusion
that the duration of the war others joined you there, and all of under (ieneral Grant at Shiloh, at
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kidwould be short was dispelled, for when you raw recruits soon were divided Vicksburg, at Spottsylvania, and on
ney Pills now as vhen I publicly en- on the field of battle
the northern into companies and regiments, and the trenches before Petersburg, or
dorsed them two and a half years ago. and the southern soldiers met it was moulded into shape, so that you might those under Sherman in his march to
This remedy always gives me the deevident that each had met, foemen be fit to lie integral parts, useful cogs, the sea.
sired benefit when I use it."
Believed in the Cause.
worthy of their steel, and that the in a great fighting machine, which
"Each side had its great command
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 conflict was to be a contest of giants, was made to do battle as the great
ers. The name of Grant
Sherman
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, a test of endurance and resources, and Army of the Republic.
"The regiments to which you be- - ald Sheridan will go down to history
New York, sole agents for the United not a mere holiday parade, such as had
Stone-sen- t
States.
longer when whipped into shape, were coupled with the names of
been expected.
all of
and
W.VJ'
Jackson
to
some
the
Longsrteet,
gofront,
perhaps
Remember the name Doan's and
"When it was realized that a real
tihese and countless others were great
to
the
to
some
of
ing
army
Virginia,
take no other.
war was to be fought, the government
tfhe armies operating in that part of an! good men, battling for the right
tne' saw it. None of them would
the country south of the great middle
west, and the rest of you to the vari- - have drawn theier swords to support
ous other nosts and armies of the a cause which they did not believe to
be just,
Union.
"1 he war is over. The great sec
Began Work.
"When joined to the fighting forces tions of our common country have
at the front your real work as sol- been drawn together again. Swords
diers began. Here you were taught have been beaten into pruning hooks
to implicity obey orders, to march and rifie barrels into plow shares. We
through sunshine and storm, through are again brothers, and the great
mud and dust, through snow and slush common people are ready to fight as
and during heat and cold. You were one man, for the preservation ot tine
taught how to camo nronerlv. to han- - I'nion, and to keep our flag the em
f a reunited nation unsullied
die the spade in throwing up earth
Reunited Country.
eat
to
works
entrenchments:
and
in
of
in
"Never before, so far as disclosed
when von could eet hard tack and to
do without food when necessary.
You hi' tll(1 l,aSes of history, have people
were put upon picket and guard duty, so soon after the close of a gigantic
and were taught to protect the lines war, come together and become a re
RIGHT.
of communication of the arm v. and to united people. Nowhere else does the
be always on the alert and ready to spectacle exist of those who fought
ea('h other, coming together and joint- meet anv emergency.
Don fiaspar Avenue
making and interpreting laws fo
The Battle is On.
"Soon the camos were broken tm tlle common government. It is strange
and the advance against some stxong indeed to see in the halls of congres
those who wore tihe blue and those
The corps and division to which the wh wore the gray, making laws to
regiments belonged, were formed in govern a reunited country. God works
line of battle and the order was given in a mysterious way His wonders to
to advance, and they moved forward perform, and He naa some good ana
as one man to the attack. As they beneficent reason for plunging the
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
forward shot and shell fired tion into war. Perhaps it was that
w might realize our strength, and be
by unseen batteries, began to hit the
Denver Colorado.
line. Drums beat and bugles sound- - able to throw it into the scale when
ed, and the sharp crack of musketry, disputes arise between nations, so that
broke out along the lines. Here and justice might be meted out with an
there comrades dropped from the even hand; the weak protected, and
ranks, some dead, some mortally and mankind as a whole uplifted and made
others only slightly wounded. As tlhey better.
"Our nation went through the dread
fell when possible the wounded were
. rV
New
picked up and carried to the rear, but ordeal of war, which Is the greatest
Santa Fe, N. M.
Catron Block.
the advance kept up and did not cease, test to which a nation can be submit-unti- l
the enemy was routed or until ted, and came out purified and better
the advancing columes met with such for the conflict, and today if left to
stubborn resistance, that it was im- - a fair vote, I do not believe that any
state would vote for secession or dis- possible for men to go further.
an
was
solution of the union,
to
see
awful
"It
the
C. E.
sight
CO
ground covered with dead and wound- Remembers Our Heroes.
-ea, to near tne pititul cries ot the
Let
us then today lay a- flower up- NEW
MEXICO
SPRINGER,
wounaea lor water and assistance, on the grave of every departed hero,
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
ouuicLimco ouiue wuuuueu suiuii wnether he wore the blue or the gray
under ditch, $40 00 to $75.00 per acre, under cultivation
when supported by the arm of a com- - and upon each grave which contains
and highly improved, 860.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
rade so that he might take a drink the unknown hero, and let us also re
ideal homes ready for you.
of water to relieve the agony which he caii to mind, our' fathers, mothers,
suffered from thirst, with glazed eyes, brothers, sisters, relatives and friends
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
would speak of his mother or of his who have gone before the great un- We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANOHKS.
RA.NOHKS,
sweetneart
in some tar off town or known, and reverently place upon each
LARGE
ernment land. We have Irrigation enterLARliK
AND
AND
and ask his comrade to tell them mound that marks their last resting
prises, needing capital Moneyed men are
city,
:
:
;
SMALL
SMALL.
Invited to correspond with us.
wnat he thought of them when dying, places, some
flower,
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
and that he was ready to die for his the scent of which may like incense
flag in the defense of his country.
ascend to heaven, so that our Creator
Horrors of War.
may know that we think of those who
"Some of you men may have had are gone, and that we hope some day
the misfortune to have been captured, to be reunited' witlh them in the king- and perhaps for months were confin- - dom of heaven."
ed to L,iDDey prison or within tne
The flnal address was made hy C.
stocKaoe at Anoersonviue.
ir any ot J Neis adjutant Glay Green Camp No.
you were you can describe to your 3 tMted States War Veterans and it
comrades, while seated around your ,,roclaimerl Mr. Neis a sneaker nf
camp fire, the real horrors of war.
more than a vera
ability.
iNor ao tne sailors deserve less
Mr. Neis said in part:
credit for what they did than the sol"Memorial day developed from oh
diers; many of them were for months servance
by a single organization un
on the blockading fleets, with all the
til it has become the most memorable
ennui that that entailed. They fought
in the American calendar. All hom
the first battle between iron clad
age and reverance should be bestowed
For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to
Monat
Fortress
Monroe.
The
ships
the grim warrior of the Civil
itor and the Merrimac were the precur- upon
War
the inauguration of the first
for
sors of the modern battleship 3. The
memorialized
that
the valorous
day
exideas embodied in them have been
euiyimea ana me preseu Civi, Wflr hag Jong gone foy u ,eft
T k,
malms "uw d" , siderable evidence of sectional ill will
,
""" that has taken time to change. The
We will give you a receipt for) double the amount
m lific t lon'
;,If ever we are called upon to use claim of a reunited country was never
suggested until the men of 98 won
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of states intended by our forefathers
"This day of all days not only mem
I find Cascarets so rood that I would
For More than Three Decades.
not be without them. I was troubled a orializes those heroes who lie asleep
great deal with torpid liver and headacne.- Deneuth yon green mounds, but
Honey and Tar has heen a
Foley's
intereHLeu aim tnoiua uinw
awr- hel jg t0 recall that love which every
ijsowsincetaiungtarewcanay
about the wonderful
household
favorite for all ailments of
Iticl feelvery much better. IahaU
IMARVEL Whirling Spray
hag for.Ms flag K helpg tQ
new Vnelnnt hyrltifre. the throat, chest and lungs. For in
lOkUlJ 1V.VVU1U1V.UU lUtUl W 1UT
Best Moet conven
insPire the yuth of America to never
the best medicine I have ever seen."
ient. It cleanses
fants and children it is best and safest
Anna Bazinet
torget tneir country ano to De ever
lnstanuy.
as it contains no opiates and no harmOsborn Mill No. 2, Fall River, Mass. ready to lay down their lives if need Aitir vcmr drnffclfrtforlt.
'
cannot
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ful
ha
If
s
supniv
.
welfare.
drugs. None genuine but Foley's
be for their country
:,
,
accept no
MARVEL,
I'M
hnt. apnil ntAtlll) Tor
and Tar in the yellow package.
Honey
it has been Said that war IS nthar
'While
Do Good. Never Sksken.Weaken or Gripe.
llliiRt.ratjri hook sealed. Tt TtT8f
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulk. The genu- Refuse substitutes. Sold by
and direction
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to
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I.
ine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed
'.... la t.,.i.ia
& Co.
926
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illiterate voters in New Mexico was
at!
Nearly Every Man and Wor-.a- n
rather below that: of most of the one time or another has printing to be
southern states in the year 1900, and done and if the work is to be first
has undoubtedly, because of immigra- class the New Mexican job printing
PUBLISHERS.
HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
tion and the stricter enforcement of department can fill the bill. Why get
FRANK P. STURGES,
F. WALTER,
tue educational system, decreased con- printing that isn't first class, any way,
Vice President.
Editor and President.
siderably since then."
since appearance today is of such
K.

SANTA. FE NEW MEXICAiN
PAUL

A.

JOHN

STAUFFER,

Secretary-Treasure-

Daily, six months
25
75
65
7.00

by mall

$3.75
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months .
Weekly, per quarter

1.00
.75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY,
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
J
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing crculatt)
Southwest.
ive
people of the
among the intelligent and pronress

that mark. Neither of these terri- "NOT GROWING MUCH?
tories seems to have grown much in
Louis
Forsome Vears
past the St.
"
senators ob- ten
has been untair to 'the past . . years. Many
to giving statehood privileges to
Iject
New Mexico, . Ever since' the lament-- ; go many persons ignorant of the Eng-abl- e
Hagerman administration behind Hsh language as Xew Mexico
stood Ethan Allen Hitchcock, tains They urge a delay of a few
then seceriaryoi uie lnieuui, um bup- - months, until they hear what the cenposed to be one ot the owners or rue sus says. The census figures will be
that paper has been at hand before the short session begins
knocking the lermoues. i.asi
December. Here is one considera-ithe Globe-- ! tkm whjRh delays action in the Senate
speaking of statehood,
-Neither of ,hese ou the statehood bill. Another
Democrat said:
seems to have grown gtacle jn itg way .g tue Opposition by
much in the past ten years. Many sen- - mauy Rei)uWicans to the countenan-ator- s
s
object to giving statehood pnv- cing of a project which woufd be
of
to so many persons ignorant
Jy tQ add tQ (he number of Democrats
the English language as New Mexico jn each branch of Congress.
contains. They urge a iew uiuiiuis un"Here are some obstructions which
til thev bear what the census says. are encountered
by Mr. Aldrich and
The census figures will be at hand be
which are provand
his
associates,
De
fore the short session begins in
to Mr. Taft. In
cember. Here is one consideration ing very embarrassing at the time at
any
guesses
making
on
which delays action in the Senate
which adjournment will come, and at
the statehood bill. Another obstacle the record
which will be made by the
in its way is the opposition by many
must be
these
session,
impediments
Republicans to the countenancing of kept in mind. Representative Dwight,
add
a project which would be likely to
the Republican whip, says Congress
to the members of Democrats iu each will be in session until
July 15, at
branch of Congress."
than
and
that. A
later
least,
possibly
In 1900, the census reported the agor two ago Mr. Cannon declined
week
to
ricultural products of New Mexico
a
engagement for July 30
have had a value of not quite $2,500,- - onChautauqua
the ground that his congressional
uuu in
duties might prevent him from Ailing
ment of agriculture reported that the it. Even
if an agreement is reached
ex
value of products for that year
to begin putting the rail
Monday
oji
The real figures,
ceeded $0,1)00,000.
bill in final shape it would hardly
way
as
however, are fully three times
get into the hands of the conference
large. A growth of at least 400 per committee before July 1. A two weeks'
ten
in
cent in agricultural products
fight will be likely to be made in that
years is certainly more than old Mis- body. Then each branch will have to
new
hundred
souri can show. Two
be heard from before the bill is isent
postoffices in ten years, an increase to the President. Mr. Taft will probschool
population
of fifty per cent in
ably consider himself fortunate if he
and voters, are not signs of
gets an opportunity to lay his hands
in
fewer
persons
There are
on
the bill before June 20. The pushNew Mexico who can not speak Engof the statehood bill in the Senate
ing
and
Louis
St.
in
lish than there are
be even a harder task than the
will
as io me
ai fVinf "Vw !ovinn inrtv
bank nieas- of a pOStal savings
passing
the
to
senators
.
?
send two Democratic
would give
th
House
wnlcn
.
.
Senate, it is absurd and one ot those
k
ho
ose
.
figments of the imagination
Senate. A congressional session ruu- origin is hid in obscurity. If Congress ning into midsummer would be em-- I
gives New Mexico statehood at this barrassing for the country as well as
session, New Mexico will go Republi exceedingly disagreeable to the mem- can by 10,000 at the first state elec- - bers. It would be
particularly unwel
tion. As to waiting for the census fig- - come to
in the present ex
Congress
ures, there is no need of it, for D- igency, for the called session of 1909
irector Durand of the census bureau was carried over into August, the
can ootam L.ie
act belng Bigned on the 6th day
New Mexico within o.OOO of correct-- , Payne
fl record by
u a
ness on this very day and communi- can be made, how-cat- e
Republican8
them to Congress. But heie is
a session extending to the
article:
the
August, the ad- "There is an intimation that on Aion vantage to the party in the campaign
dav the Senate will come to an agree would more than compensate for the
ment to fix a day for the final vote on personal inconvenience of Congress itthe railway bill. A promise is also self."
made that a House caucus will be
Edward D. Tittmati of Hillsboro,
called early next week to insure united Sierra county, in
the. New York Evenaction by the Republicans on the possome of the objecanswers
Post
ing
tal savings bank bill, which has al- tions to statehood most effectively
ready passed the Senate. This would when he says:
seem to indicate that an adjournment
"You say New Mexico is in no way
could be reached by the Fourth of
fitted
for statehood. If your objection
Senate
July. The Republicans in the
on the ground that its atis
based
are confronted with serious difficulhave hereat
ties. They want to save as much as tempts not been
the
successful,
tofore
highly
possible of the railway bill which was
is pertinent that a good part of
reply
that
in
framed by the party leaders
political sins committed in the name
chamber and by the President ami the of
New Mexico were committed
by
attorney general. The measure has eastern carpet-bagger- s
to
apointed
been called the Wickefsham bill, and office
a complaisant President. The
by
some senators have opposed it because
indigenous political crimes of New
of a belief that the executive end of Mexico are no worse than, if as bad,
the government is interfering too as, those which have recently come
much in the work of the legislative to
light in New York, Pennsylvania,
department. The truth is that not Illinois, etc.
only were the Republican leaders of
"If your objection is based on popeach branch of Congress consulted in
or rather the lack of it, ' a
ulation,
the framing of the bill in the White
refutation of your argument
House, but their views had the effect complete
be found in the table below,
to
is
of reshaping it in several particulars. which shows
the total number of votes
Moreover, the bill had to run the cast at the last
general election in
gauntlet of the committee in each
1908.
The
vote was for
Mexico
New
fnntrrffUt before its COn- to Congress. The figures for
side7ation began. Therefore the
the other states are for presidential
of the White House in the measure electors:
so
was not quite so manifest or
jxitent
New Mexico's total vote 55,880.as has been charged.
Arizona
26,356
"But in their endeavor to push the Delaware
48,024
senabill to enactment the Republican
Florida
49,360
tors have been compelled to offer some Nevada
24,526
concessions to the insurgents on the Vermont
52,651
one hand and to the Democrats on Wyoming
37,609
the other. Support from half a dozen
Nearly approached
members of either element would' give Mississippi
66,904
a majority to the Republicans, and Montana
68.822
would send the bill to the conference South Carolina
66 396
As the price of their
committee.
The density of population is 1.6;
votes, the Democrats iu the Senate greater than that of Wyoming, 0.9;
insist on the passage of the statehood Nevada, 0.4; and almost as great as
bill. Here is an obstruction which Montana, 1.7; and Idaho 1.9. The perthe Republican leaders find embar- centage of illiterates to the total votrassing. The bill passed the House, ing population, census of 1900, combut 'it is halted in the Senate by the pares as follows:
28.3
opposition of many Republicans from New Mexico
33.7
the east and some from the middle Alabama
22.0
west. Some of them oppose it be- Florida
31.5
cause they Io not believe either New Georgia
...
37.6
Mexico or Arizona has the qualifica- Louisiana
33.8
tions needed for progressive, credit- Mississippi . . ..... . . .
.... ...29.3
able statehood. In 1900 New Mexico Nortlh Carolina
35.1
had enough people to meet the popu- South Carolina
.21.7
lation demanded, as seen in the unit of Tennessee
.23.0
representation In the states. The pop- Virginia
"In other words, the percentage of
ulation total In Arizona was below
i
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FRARE McKAKE,
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Printing Com--iihas on hand a large supply of
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The Oldost Banking Institution in

!!

New Mexico.

merchants: good everywhere. We
sell them at 5 cents in book form

will

Established

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit
--

Coming to Sant Fe

.

in

-

1870
$150,000
80.000

transacts general banking business in all its branches.
Loans mone on the most favorable terms, on all kinds of js
personal and coilatera? security. Buys anJ seils bor.d;. and I
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells 2
domestic and fer;i?n exchange and makes telegraphic transfer 3
of money to ah parts of the civilized world on as iiber;;i terms "j
as are given by any mo ley transiniting agency public or
private,. Interest allowed on'tim; deposits at the rate of three 5
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time.-- Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in the banking line,
aid ainjs to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 5
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the
public i.s respecfully solicited.

.

ELK'S THEATRE
ij

Wednesday Evening June 1st.
The greatest Dratratlc Society Event
of the Entire Season.

cj

5

Americas' Greatest Acior

s

MR. SANFORD DODGE

;

Supported by

MISS ADELLE NICKERSON
r?

unit excellent Company in an Elaborate
Scenic Production of t lie Greatest 1'lay

ever written

g

Elaborate and Elegant Costumes an
Wonderful Electrical Effects,
A ( ilTA H ANTE E

I

ATTRACTION

S

THE

HOTEL

Crowded Houses E very where.' Secure your
SKATS EARLY,

PRICES: 50, '75c and $1.00.
Pa., Times quotes
Seat
Sale opens Saturday at Fischas having said that
die in his tracks er's drug store.
admission
of New
Mexico and Arizona to statehood at
this session. It has been known that
Senators Aldrich and Beveridge stand
very close to each other, and it has
been asserted that the younger statesman takes his orders from the older
one, but the New Mexican cannot believe that Senator Aldrich would coun- Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
tenance file repudiation of a party Return Thursday and Friday.
promise and would fight an ardent AGENCY at O. K Barber
Shop
wish of the administration for the redemption of a party pledge. The New Mrs FO. BROWN Apent
Mexican believes that Senator AlPhone No 23 Red
drich has been much maligned, that
he is in reality a statesman and not
a peanut, partisan politician,
who
would oppose the admission of New
Mexico because of a fear that it would
go Democratic, a fear, which is utter- PLAZA
SHOP
ly unfounded for New Mexico is more
safely Republican than is Rhode IslFor
years he only
and. A Republican Congress admitted
class
first
tonsorial parlor
Democratic Oklahoma and a Demin
Fe.
Santa
ocratic Congress admitted Republican Colorado, and it would be sad
OUR NEW PITCH
indeed if Congress would stultify itTREATMENT
self at this late day in refusing admission to a deserving territory on si guaranteed to cure, (not only
partisan grounds.
relieve, Diadruff, falling hair &

The Altoona,
Senator Aldrich
he, would rather
than permit the

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

For Best Laundry Work

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Unex

Large Sample
Room for Com:
mercial Travelers

celled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUF
AMERICAN AND

KERR'S
BARBER

id

other scalp irritations. We also
car ry a c mplete ine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.

j

-

A. HUGHES,

urns and tablets suitable for school
Aotk. the desk, and also for lawyers

j

popu.

L,

PALEK.

OF SAfflTA FE.

TACT IS NEEDED.
.Mayor Arthur Seligman is to be
for clearing the streets
of
letters. However, considerable tact
is needed on part of the police
for
there is a distinction between the man
who lout's at. ihe corne'r and the man
who is stopped by a friend for the exchange of a few words, as well as a
tourist who stops to look at a building. In Cleveland, Ohio, they are enforcing a similar ordinance and the
Cleveland Leader says:
"Chief Kohler and ail of his subordinates who had anything to do witlh
the vigorous handling of the sidewalk
loafer nuisance Saturday deserve especial commendation and encouragement for that excellent work, it was
one of the
made by jthe
Cleveland. police jn a long time,
"The evil- - given a heavy blow; by
the arrest of many idlers who have
been making themselves a nuisance
by. insulting and interfering with passeron sidewalks 'jn'busy streets is
s-by
one ,of the most annoying to" decent
men and women, especially women,
that exists in this city. It is a senseof rufless, inexcusable
fianism and depravity, and it ought to
be dealt with rigorously for the general good of the community.
"Law and order and public decency
musi be enforced on the sidewalks, in
the streets, on street cars and in all
public places. A city cannot establish
a claim to good government it it fails
to live up to that fundamental principle of civic morals." ,J
com-mende-

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier....
..
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year: by mail

J.

r

the Santa Fe Postoffice.

Entered as Second Class Matter

R.

According to the Roswell Daily Record, Roswell had no Memorial day observance because the lack of organiHERP1CIDE. DE LUXE QUININE & HITCH
zation among the veterans of the
BATHS' BATHS BATHS
North arid South. But that is a poor
excuse. A few more years and there
Agetits HUBBS LAUNDRY
will be no more veterans of the great
struggle. And yet, the graves should Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
be decorated every May 30. There laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
should be enough patriotism and and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
gratefulness in every community' to do
90cks are mended and buttons
this without a call from a veteran's
sewed on you shirts, without
organization.
extra

charge.

Santa Fe people owe it to them j
selves to turn out to the meeting of
the Horticultural Society this
evening
A fair is to be held and it should
be made a good one. It need not cost
much money but it should make a
t?ood showing of the products of this
valley and the country tributary to
Santa Pe. It would be a splendid
and the beginning of annual fairs that would grow in importance and extent witlh each year. Now
is the time to make a start and to
start right.

PHONE RED 122.

PHONE RED

122.

This was an unfortunate day for the
railroads in Congress, the supreme
court of the United States and even
in the White House and the office of
the attorney general. To a man in
the three it looks as if national ownership of railroads is not far off.

The Wichita Eagle says:
If the states of New Mexico and Arizona are admitted to the Union this'7
year, there will be a big boom in the
extreme southwest, which will be noticed all over the country. And the
Republican party will get credit for.
doing the right thing.

Sample

wm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Poom
a Good One,

11

f

FIEST CLASS

FE
CONNECTION

WK DO TH K REST.

PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not have to

We Are
Now

Serving

" "

If

PliKSS THE BUTTON

RATES

& Go.
G

The city of Santa Fe has been sued
for $300 damages for taking a strip of
land to open a street. Yet, strange
to say, the entire lot from which the
strip was taken, is said to be returned
for assessment at only $10. No wonder, the Roswell Daily Record says:
"There's a heap of difference between
the value of property when rendered
for taxation than when placed in the
hands of an agent for sale."
of Judge F. D. Morse at
removes from the jourof New Mexico another
has helped to make hisformative period of the
territory. The old timers in all fields
of endeavor are passing rapidly away
and with the change of conditions'
there is also a change of men who
are giving an entirely different trend
to New Mexico affairs.

Commodious

I. wait.

Ourincreasing
patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HEERERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO O.LUPKProprietor

'

The death
Santa Rosa,
nalistic field
veteran who
tory in the

Proprietor

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

regg's Peerless Hote

ROGERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

nly flrstc,ass Hot?i In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
The,
; every room,' and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service
guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
Give us a trial. if you want first class service.
men,

APPLES
WE ARE LONG ON

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

APPLES

WM. GREGG Prop.

WE WJLI, SELL WH ILK
LAST
No.
8

1

H, V.

Box

$1 25

pounds for

No, 2B.
0

apple per

D.

apples per Box

25

GHIMAYO

MYAJO,

and BALLETA

y

J

rounds for

qq
25

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
801-30-

3

San Francisco St.

,

BLACKBERRIES'

Open Until 8. p. m.

They me now at their best and lowest for the season, for thisand
next week we will makd a
' special low price in crate lots.

THESE fRICES TALK

--

CH.I MAYO PILLOWTO?S, 50c each
NATURAL WOOL , '
75c ' "
?

WAR CLUBS

H. S.KAUNE
& COMPANY

TOMTOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

25c' v

-

30c

'

CANDELARIO

I5c
65c

per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the OH Cart.

PHONE 2ft
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH YOUR MONEY ?

PFPSOMl

BUCKET
a
BY DROP ..Stgft

MENTION

ARE YOU

mw FI3HIN' MR.

SPORTMAN?

H. R. Dyce, a rancher of Hyer, is at
Gregg's hotel.
A. R. Manby, of Taos, is here on
land business.
?V.
E. H. Wasson, the station agent of
wil1
Embudo. is at Cress's.
,neefd
J.
Judge John M. Maxwell, of Denver,,
other
and a
tackle,
is here on legal business.
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
Judge H. L. Waldo has returned to '
trrrcrjrijfe- Las Vegas from Kansas City.
that vou need. Just call at our store and
O. K. Max and E. W. Booth, are Tex-talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
ans registered at the Claire.
) .v?r-'- v..
F. C. Clark, a cattle man of Cody,
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
Wyo., is here on business.
'
F. Julien Silsby, of Brookline, Mass.,
you wish to know.
1
is a sightseer at the Palace.
COME IN AND GET AC.
H. W. Curry, an attorney of Webb
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
City, Mo., is at. the Palace.
"7
J
Lri' iM-V- IT WILL BE TO YOUR
P. A. Sewald, a jewelry salesman of
New York City, is in the city.
ADVANTAGE.
K. K. Meier, of the
I
Arroyo Horn'
ye
project, spent Sunday in the city.
A. R. Dowling, a traveling man from
Wellington, Kan., is at the Palace.
C. Bossei niat) and 11.- L. Myer, are
'
Denverites here on lumber business.
C. W. Moss and P. J. Murphy, trav-- :
BANK ONE DOLLAR A DAY $ 6 a week. This sum and the interest eling men of El Paso, are at the Palon it; will in twenty years, make you a comfortable rfortune. The interOar Line is all new and complete in every
ace.
est on this fortune will support you the restof your life.
M. W. Potsch, the well known Las.
f
es
"
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
detail ' our
get
Vegas salesman, is calling on the
'i
i ,
thc:n ever.
comolete.
and
more
trade.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
1
1 H
Charles Atchison and H. C. Cul- I
1
Lo oL- - Id in A ouAmfkinn (nr Vl...i C maiPstv
I!
'J
T C
;
UaVC III1CS, rUUS, ICOS, iraonviO
vivijiiiiiig
berth, cigar salesmen, are calling on
&
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
the trade.
William B. Douglas, of Washington,;
than ever before.
D. C, is here on matter pertaining to
.
.
j
the survey.
I
wj
W. G. Reynolds, formerly
of this
BOY LOTS ill the COLLEGE
city and now of St. Louis, is in the
up
OF
city visiting friends.
Dr. A. H. DeLong, of Gallup, a cen- sus enumerator, was in Santa Fe today on census business.
Attorneys John Morrow and Elmer
$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest; no
Studley, of Raton, were registered at
the Palace on Saturday.
Wholesale & Retail
taxes, no' mortfige. a deed when the lots are
Assistant Commissioner of Public
paid for You can't, afford to let a GOOD inDealers in
Lands Mateo Lujan, returned today,
vestment like ihi go by when it costs you
from a visit to Las Vegas.
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
Mrs. W. Calendar and Mrs. D. P.
I
Kingeley, sightseers from Los Carril-los- ,
Y
C- are at the Claire hotel.
J". O. Miller, of Las
Sole Agents in Santa Fe.
Tonias Gonzales, Mrs. I. Cordova brother, Professor
(
Cruces.
of
all
and Celestine Cordova,
Abiquiu,
afa
was
"The wedding
very quiet
are registered at the Claire.
For full particulars call or Phone. Red So. 189
119 San Francisco St.
address the above company
Miss Rita Sena, of Las Vegas, is vis- fair, being attended by only a few 1
Vou
iting in Santa Fe on her way to Silver relatives and friends. At 6:55 the
WHO IS NT WELL
THE
City, where she will attend the Normal young couple left for Santa Fe, where
home.
make
their
future
will
they
Institute.
MUST HAVE
DRESSED.
on j "The event is a doubly interesting
Among those at Albuquerque
Sunday to witness the ball games were one, owing to the prominence and popAPPAREL
Carlos Creamer and C. J. Neis of this j ularity of the contracting parlies and
in
Furniture
Dealers
ALSO
to the fact that the marriage was the
city.
Rev. J. C. Rodriguez, of Las Cruces, result of a pretty romance begun in
a census enumerator, is in Santa Fe college days at the New Mexico ColFINE LINE OF Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
Mechanic
7
on his return to Las Cruces from At- lege of Agriculture and
'
j Arts.
lantic City. N. J.
BROWN.
All kinds of furnishings from cainaware to stoves, and
bride
at
was
this
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Manager Stanton of the Klks theater has procured what he considers
one of the most magnificent films exhibited anywhere in the world. It is
called Cleopatra and will be seen at
the Elks theater tonight and tonight
only. It is said to be the most spectacular and most gorgeous pictures
ever depicted in 'Holography". It is
the story of Egypt's beautiful but
cruel queen as told by Shakespeare's
immortal play Anthony and Cleopatra.
The stage settings to make this picture cost thousands of dollars and
the film is beautifully colored.
The following is the synopsis of the
production:
The opening scene in Cleopatra's
court. The beautiful and imperious
sovereign is in the act of declaring to
her courtiers her intention of penetrating into the camp of Mark Anthony, the concruerer of her hand.
The next picture shows her in most
gorgeous robes, floating down on the
Xile in a galley witih silver oars and
silken vails. Little wonder that the
vision of this beautiful woman should
dazzle the rough soldier.
Octavius Caesar and Octavia, Anthony's wife bitterly reproach him
for his desertion, but the infatuated
conquerer, enraged at their daring to
dictate to him, banishes them both for

their interference.
Next we see a feast in progress at
the Palace of Tarsus, Cleopatra's
home.

Such magnificance

and

liancy is hardly jonceivable at
distant date.
In the midst of all feasting
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AND THERE AND YONDER.
!!! is still endeavoring to wreni h
i'n ;t'.!;. seat of Valencia
county
ft".: !.(. l.un.is. Helen is growing
Mily U. an expansive way and has
i' t'H' aiioui
surrounded, leaving plenty
f ilium in th.c liter tor the county

certain to abuse grossly the jower
ouf rr d upon me as governor. I de-')nounce his statements concerning me
PTsni.a:!y as wholly untrue in every
panii ular and call upon him to state
'he slanders and falsehoods which he
have circulated
concerning
s.iys

J
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FOR RKNT Furnished room. Use
of bath. Lady only, ti Johnson St.
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gaiety a messenger arrives from OcDavidson has served the state as
tavius, who has declared war against
owns have club rooms with senator and attorney general. Whi
Mark Anthony. The latter realizing
that the time for pleasure is not at
upa; Min'ius where liquid re holding the kut'T ofhre he was into
his
hastens
al.' served, hut Silver tiiy strumental in securing a conviction
jand,
gather together
Oil Company
forces, while Cl.'opatra, knowing Octig unique. A saloon there in 'he Waters-I'iercresulted in th paying to
r''-'tis.tavius to be her bitter enemy encourading rooms in conin j ease, whii-t ion.
the state of the famous $!,7"'MMt
ages Anthony to meet him on the
fine. So far I )a iilsot! has not, deve!battlefield and speeds him on bis way. For Benefit of Women who
Wli.
n
in
c.
Rio
and
the
The proure.x- was
extreme
Grande
any great siren::
oped
pensive
Moody
enjoying
Suffer from Female Ills
annual
da we find Cleopatra in the next view,
outing" in the vicinity sive element in Texas is afraid that
of San Marcial a bunch of traveling should h be elected to the governor-presen- t
for the absence of Anthony has been
Minneapolis, Minn. "I was a great
anti-caplong indeed. Her pensiveness is turn- sufferer from female troubles which men. one day, passing through on the slut). th
ed to despair, however, as a messencaused a weakness tra in, looked from the window and talistic legislative policies would be
on the Aamasif done. continued.
"lileil
While lie does not favor
aad broken down
ger arrives bearing the evil tidings of
the defeat of Mark Anthony and the
condition of the ' l;t!e drops of water, little grains prohibition In- - believes in submission,
on lan attitude making him a stranger in
system. I read so of sand, make a lot of trouble
rapid approach of Octavius Caesar. So
niiiiliof whatLydia
.1,both the pro and
There
grieved and enraged is the beautiful
K. Pinkham's Vegr
and ready drummer from Texas. "Lit- is a possibility, however,
Egyptian that even the innocent
that his
etable Compound
of the bad news becomes hateful
hud done for othei tle words pronounced wrong1, ilitt.le splendid record as a public official will
to her and she orders a poisoned
drops of brandy, make a rhyme pecu- count for much in the end.
sintering women
drink to be prepared for him.
felt sure it woulo liar on the 'Heo Grande,'" retorted
hell me. audi must the precise commercial traveler from
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
Eagerly the unfortunate youth takes
say it did help me Boston.
the goblet from the servant's hand
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
wonderfully. MyI
and drains it to its dregs and in a secRemedy liquid or tablets is being
lining ill U.ff
A native
ond he is writhing at the feet of the 2rew stronger. and within tl rep mnnthc
pupil in school at Socorro sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
.
wrote ;, composition which the teach-- ; Racine, Wis. You that are well, get
I was a perfectly well woman.
The defeated and humiliated An"I want this 'letter made public to er decided was clever and unique ut,this 1)0ok for some discouraged,
thony soon returns to Egypt a prison- show the benefit women may derive
appropriate for the occasion. neanem,f, sufferer' TV, n inmle act
er of war and with a heartbroken from Lydia E. Piiikham's Vegetable It follows:
of humanity! Point out this way to
Mrs. John G. Moldam, AH
Compound."
moan kills himself at Cleopatra's feet. 2115
mourns at sorrow.
certain
Surrelief!
quick and
Second St., 'orth, Minneapolis, He Kngland
mourners for King Edward
The latter, not wishing to grace the Minn.
some sufferer, by first getprise
triumph of Octavius Caesar, willingly
Thousands of unsolicited and genu- Hut he aint like Socorro,
ting from me the booklet and the test.
Because the King is deadward.
dies by the bite of an asp brought, to ine testimonials like the above prove
He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
the efficiency of Lydia E. Piiikham's
her in a basket of figs.
s
Stripling-Rurrow& Co.
When Caesar and his train force Vegetable Compound, which is made
Foley Kidney Pills are antiseptic,
from
roots
and
herbs.
their way into the queen's apartments exclusively
Women who sutler
NOTICE.
those dis- tonic and restorative and a prompt
great indeed is their surprise and sor- tressing ills peculiar to from
sex
their
should corrective of all urinary irregularities. Territory of Xew Mexico, County of
row to behold the lifeless body of the not lose
Stripling-Burrowsight of these facts or doubt Refuse substitutes. Sold by
Santa Fe, ss:
beautiful Egyptian,
who preferred the ability of Lydia E. Piiikham's
& Co.
No. C004.
death to humiliation.
efcetable Compound to restore their
In the District Court of the First
health.
PITCHING INTO SENATOR
1f
Judicial District, of the Territory of
you want special a d vice wri te
BAILEY IN TEXAS. Xew
Mrs. Pinkbam, at Lyun, Mass.
ment park with the Las Vegas team
Mexico, within and for the
Shewill treat j our letter as strictly
as their opponents.
County of Santa Fe.
confidential. For 20 years she Robert Davidson, One of the Candi-- I Charles A. Siriugo, plaintiff, vs. W.
Side Lights.
lias been helping- sick women l
dates for Governor Calls Him
P. Cox and C. C. Rushing, and the unIn Sunday's game, Moore the first this
free of charge. Don'
way,
Somewhat of a Liar.
known claimants of interests in the
man up, rolled out to short. Then hesitate write at once.
San Antonio, Texas, May ML Once
hereinafter described, adGus Koch singled past short, Clancy
more Bailey is an issue in Texas a premises
verse to the plaintiff, and the unalso singled. Stanton drew four and is a better fielder than
one at that. Moreover
any man Dan
filled the sacks.
Walter Allen, the Padilla has on his club, but still they Robert V. Davidson, one of the can- known claimants of interests in the
University lad who played with Santa say that Doc isn't good enough for the didates for governor, accuses him of promissory note hereinafter described,
Fe, then hit one away out in deep left Grays. After Dan saw the Doc in a making untrue statements, a remark defendants.
for three bases. He was left on third. ' Santa Fe uniform
said defendants W. P. Cox and
Sunday he laid his which is sure to draw fire from the C. The
C. Rushing, and the unknown claimThe hitting of the lad must be placed
in
In
senator.
once
him
had
him
for
and
a
at
made
ropes
campaign speech
well to the 'front when this game is the game Monday. He had a great in this
in the premises herecity by Davidson a few days ants of interests
spoken of. He hit hard and his hits day in the field and ioled out two hits ago the dictatorial attitude of Bailey inafter described, adverse to the plainwere timely.
and was, hit once. Good luck to you received close attention. Said David- tiff, and the unkniwn claimants of interests in the promissory note hereinson
Doc old boss.
Without question the star play and
notified
"It is 1o be regretted that the Dem- after described, are hereby
About f'mo to get that Commercial
the feature attraction was the catch Club together and
for some ocrats of Texas cannot select their that a complaint has been filed against
made by Gaastra in the seventh in-- '
good games on July 3rd and 4th, isn'f state officers without dictation from them in the district court of the First
ning. With a man on second Xoyer it?
Bailey or wihout the personal abuse judicial district of the Territory of
hit a high foul that fell within two
of Bailey of any candidate that may Xew Mexico, within and for the Couninches of the new score board. George
come before the people for their sup- - ty of Santa Fe, that being the court
was off with the crack of the bat and Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No. port. But believe that the time has in which said cause is pending, by
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
while going at full tilt caught the pill
not come w hen the people of Texas said plaintiff, Charles A. Siringo, the
Mr.
Isaac
Cook, Commander of the will
right off the board. He struck the above
any one man to name and general object of said action being:
Post, Kewanee, 111., writes: installpermit
score hoard with terrific force and it
state officials or to per-- j On account of a certain contract
their
looked as if he had surely broken his "For a long time I was bothered with
the
enemies of democracy to rule tered into by said plaintiff and said
shoulder. He came up with the ball backache and pains across my kid- the state from political headquarters defendants, wherein said plaintiff
e
in his hand and threw to Clancy at neys. About two months ago I start- at Washington.
There are plenty of agreed to pay said defendants a
third to prevent any useless base ed taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon
men in the state who can take j tain sum of money for the purchase of
ball aw they were doing just as claimed. I care of its affairs without the counsel a crude oil burner, designated as the
pilfering by any Albuquerque
sharks. It was as pretty a display of kept on taking them and now I am and interference of Bailey."
20th Century Crude Oil Burner. That
nerve and good judgment as has been free from backache, and the painful
Speaking of statements said to have 'on account of said contract said plain- bladder misery is all gone. I like Fo- been made by
seen in these parts in a long time.
Bailey, the speaker tiff made and executed his promissory-notley Kidney Pills so well that I have said:
and gave a mortgage on his
for the payment of said
"I am charged by Bailey with having ranch,
Clancy shone brightly in the first in- told many of my friends and comrades
On account of misrepresen
ning of Monday's game when he about them and shall recommend made attempts to destroy him by in- amount.
Sold by famous slanders, and that, if I am tations, etc., on the part of the said
started a double play on Cornish and them at every opportunity."
& Co.
made governor of Texas, I would be defendants to the said plaintiff in re- Chaves. Safford had passed Chaves Stripling-Burrow- s
and was taking on Cornish whom had
signaled a hit and run. Clancy out- guessed Doc and came tearing in to- wards the plate just as Cornish pop- ped a dinky little fly that was no high
er than ten feet in the air and on foul
territory on the first base side. ClanAuauuHMt
mmmmm
m"T
mm mm
mwmm
uiiiiiiimuiifc- cy, however, caught it and threw to
giiiimnn
Koch at first in time to double Chaves
who had started tor second,
it was
fast work all around and helped Safford a lot. His catch of a foul far out
in left Sunday was very tidy also.
Pete Berardinelli was the candy
child at the keystone cushion Sunday.
He was everywhere, grabbing them
out of the air and out of the dust and
making runners keep close to the bag.
He created quite a bit of amusement
in the last inning when he nailed
Brother Joe when the latter tried to
pilfer. Pete had him a mile and refus
ed to let him get any closer. He was
there with the pep too.
Speaking of the old pepper, you
;

FOR KENT Five room house on
Lower San Francisco street. Inquire
at i! IS San Francisco street.

e--

FOR SALE A fine unriaht piano
at a bargain. Address box in;!, Santa
Fe. X. M.

-

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

i
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WANTED

Knglish-sptakinPosition
by
any kind of work in
any place. Honest and reliable. lmg
experience in bote and private work.
Address Harry care Gregg's Hotel.

boy

.

her-alde-

Salesmen

in No.

1

and Hand Out No. 2 on a Golden
Platter Both Games Farces.

According to promises made in Santa Fe, the Peerless Blues invaded Albuquerque Sunday and took their goat
score of 20 to 6. The
by the
six part of it could have been eliminated had Safford been forced to let
himself out at any time. It proved without the slightest doubt that the Peerless outfit is a fast one and can hold
its own with anything in the territory. Only one weakness or fault can
be found with the outfit as it now
stands they are in need of another
first class pitcher and Manager Neis
is straining every nerve to flu the
one-side- d

want.

our pocket side line. Write for order
book today. 20th Century Mfg. Co.,
EMS Wells St., ("Chicago.

j

Tt-- i

i

qni-en-

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED

dis-hard-

FOR SALE Eight room modern
brick residence,
near capitol, with
fruit trees, nice lawn, ICO foot fort-age-,
a nice home, price low and terms
on part of price. See Geddis, Moffett
& Co., in Old Exchange Hotel building.

s

W A XT ED
County and district
agents to sell Mexico tropical lands
at $;..ri0 per acre on easy payments.

Wonderfully fertile. Safe investment.
Liberal commissions. Write for booklet. Mexico International Land Co.,
920 Commerce Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
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az-a- nge
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ao-ntr-
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Ex-

perience unnecessary. So' our brands
to the rettaii trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

i

j

The need of a pitcher was demonstrated Monday afternoon at the Duke
City. After the severe drubbing the
Blues gave Dan's pets on Sunday,
only a small handfull of the faithful
turned out to se the game. Figuring
that Safford would be able to pitch
thp hnvs thoneht. that
the game was already cinched, but the
heat of the day before had been too
much for Safford and he retired after
the first inning. Walter Allen, who
had twirled several games for the
University team was sent to the
mound, but he was far from being
right and the Albuquerque bunch
started to gather their runs. Stanton
was so tickled with the way the game
was going that he could not resist the
temptation to go in and take unto him- self the glory well Mike got it too.
From the time that Albuquerque
made its first batch of runs up to the
fifth inning, the game was fairly in
teresting. The Santa Fe crowd got
after Hidalgo, Dan Padilla, the umps
and most everybody that was within
earshot and the game turned into a
well rehearsed performance of
wit. They did not even take the
trouble to run out their hits and the
aania nrotli tr A hll fl liemilfi 11 tO 1
To every fan in the Duke City, Mon- day's game means nothing, for Padilthe
by
la's bunch is clearly
Santa Fe team and had it been a dif- ferent storv to tell on Sunday a
closer score or had Albuquerque
hnwn anv nhilitV to hit a good pitch- er-t- hen
perhaps the Ancients would
have taken enough interest in the
game to at least score several runs for
the benefit of the grand stand, for it is
says
out of the question entirely-- so,
our friend Dan P.- -to heat the Grays
' when
thev are right. That's the
proper loyalty Dan, even if you don't
believe it.
It would not be fair to go into detail and describe the way in which
the runs were made Sunday or Mon- day for it would be too dry to even
be worth the time it would take to
read it. Suffice to say that Monday
a burlesque on Sunday.
The games were both very weary- some and from a spector's view point
simply awful. Time and time again
would the Santa Fe crowd have to
up after their half of the inning,
us eliminate the warm up part
of that last sentence, for it ever man
found a place hotter than Albuquerthat
we
hope
que was on last Sunday,
he is gentleman enough to refrainfrom mentioning the place in the presence of ladies. Monday, while good
and hot was not to be compared with
the heat of Sunday.
It is very likely that Raton will be
iu Santa Fe on the 14th and 15th of
June. On the 19th the team from the
Santa Fe offices in Albuquerque will
be entertained by the Peerless bunch
on the college grounds. Games for
next Sunday will he announced in
these columns later in the week.
The Salmon Grays will Journey to
Las Vegas to open up the new Amuse- -

making small towns can

earn a nice income monthly carrying

-

Peerless Blues Swamp Grays

--

cer-abl-

e
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said Crude Oil Burner, said plaintiff
prays that: 1. That the said promissory not may be declared null and
void and required to be surrendered
of
up, unless found in the bands
some innocent purchaser for value before maturity; 2. That the holder or
holders of said promissory note when
found may be made a party defendant
to this suit; ?,. That the said mortgage with the record thereof, may be
ordered cancelled, set aside and vacated; 4. That the said plaintiff may
have such other relief in equity as
may be just and proper and that he
may recover his costs in this suit expended, as will more fully appear by
reference to the complaint
filed in
said cause. And that unless you enter
your appearance in said cause on or
before the 7th day of August, A. D.
be rendered
1910, judgment will
against you - in said caHse by default.
The name and address of plaintiff's attorney are: Renehan & Da vies, Santa
Fe, New Mex.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and the seal of said
District Court at Santa Fe, New Mex
ico, this lGth day of May, A. D. 1910.
FRANK W. SHEAROX,
(Seal.)
Clerk.
By EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy.
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"

as the
never saw such a grab-tes- t
games on Sunday and Monday were,
Even the umps were crabbing.
Ask Dan Padilla about Clancy's
weakness. Dan had it but when he
flashed it to Indian Pete it was good
tor two sacks. Better rub up a bit
on 'How to find a better's weakness,
Dan.

Fortunes are made daily
So long as there are undeveloped sources of wealth in the earth, that man or that body of men who combine for
united effort to exploit those resources, taking advantage of their opportunity with courage and ability, may
thereby found their fortunes, for what Men have done, Men may do again.

Now is the Time.
you the Man?

Gonzales made a catch in yester-wa- s
day's game that would put any one of
the big stars to shame. McFie hit
one to right that loked as if it was
safe. Gonzales did the same stunt
that he pulled off here against the
lege team some weeks ago. He rush-Le- t
ed over into right and stuck up the
glove and lo! and behold the pellet
stuck in it. He was given a great
hand by the few in the grand stand.

as popular as he once was on account
of the poor exhibition he has been
giving the fans there and they are
after him. They want another team
like the old Albuquerque Browns.

At our feet lie the Resources.

Crude Oil Company, a company
If you are, this is the Company, The California-Nationa- l
of oil lands, a company who is selling its Treasury Stock for 50 cents per share, one-hal- f

col-war-

There is talk around Albuquerque
tnat the commercial Club is backing a
baseball club for the Duke City. This
is a g00(j move as a town of Albuquer-que's size should have a stronger rep-resentative on the ball lot than they
have at present. Dan Padilla is not

Here is the Place. Around us whirl the Opportunities.

Now you are the man who

California National Crude Oil Co.
Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
GENTLEMEN:
shares of
Kindly issue me
the Treasury Stock of above corpora- tion.
In payment
Enclosed find $
for same.
Name
Address

seeks investment.. Seek

no

farther.

Waste

California Fational Crude Oil Co.
Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
GENTLEMEN:
shares of
Kindly issue me
the Treasury Stock of above corpora-- 1
lion.
In payment
Enclosed find $
for same.
Name
Address
I. W.

GAL. NATIONAL CRUDE OIL CO.
HELLMAN BUILDING,
LOS ANGELES.

This young Cornish in Albuquerque

1

with thousands of acres
its par value.

no time.

I. W.

I. W.

1

Are

mm.--

'6siMii!ii3iJlB.i
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95
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Personal Mention

22EJ

4
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
ORANGES

20 to 60c a 6z
Save

1

20 to 60c a dz

da wrappers from our Oranges seed

6--

cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111,, and get a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.

STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every any, picked ripe shipped on ice, tice
flavor 15c Everything the market fiords in vegetables
&

F. ANDREWS

Phone Ho. 4.

Ann

11

(Continued

j

Frorn Page Five.)

Mrs. N'athiin Jaffa will not be at
homo tomorrow atternoon.
Miss Stella Sloan has returned from
a visit to Belen where she spent the
past fVw months.
Miss Mamie Hancock, one of the
public school teachers, has left for her
timiiP !(t Kstanoia.
Assistant Superintendent of Educa- tion Acasio Gallegos has gone to Es-- '
tancia on a business trip.
Colonel H. B. Pain has returned to
Santa Fe from Kansas City, Joplin,
Salina and other points of the middle
west.

1910.
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(speech was in part devoted to coruthe
as
'61,
of
heroes
the
meniorating
nature
occasion was of a
Mercantile Concern the laying of the cprner stone and the

FORTY THOUSAND DOLLAR
b.H'.niina; law. Mr. Holt did excellent
BUSINESS DEAL.
work on behalf of the Elephant Buttes
dam and as result of his representations work on the Infmense project
wiu be resumed immediately.
Rev. Albert uastame, parisn jin
for some time of Guadalupe church on
the south side is now missionary
priest at Belen, Valencia county.
Word received from Adjutant ueu
.
era A. S. Brookes at Roswell is that
he is much improved and expects 10
return to Santa Fe next week. He
rallied very nicely from uis operation
for appendicitis,

two-fol-

d

Carlsbad Has Big
-- Cotton
is Coming on Well in
Lower Pecos Valley.

observing of decoration (lay. The audience went from the court house to
the cemetery where the graves of the
$40,000 old soldiers were decorated.

A business deal of
about
was closed today when A. J. Crawford for the Peoples Mercantile Co., THOUSANDS VIEW CORPUS
V,r..l ,h Unelnoeo
uo..oo nt V. . Hon- CHRISTI PROCESSION.
uticks Dry uoous co. jii. ncuunum
will retain the building, giving the And Many Hundreds Walk Before Host
new owners a lease for a term of j
as It is Carried Through the
years. T. C. Horn, a member of the j
Streets..
retiring firm, will continue as mana-- 1
The feast of Corpus Christi was obger, being a dry goods man of long served Sunday. by the Roman CathoThis store was original- lics of this city walking in procession
experience.
ly established by S. T. Bitting over as the Sacred Host was carried
20 years ago, who 10 years later sold
through the streets, or kneeling on
(Continued From Page two.)
to E. Hendricks.
It lhas grown from the pavements
as the procession
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
a very modest country store to a fine
those
understood
by.
Tp
passed
and brother, Joseph Jaffa, went to AlHorticultural
business. The new concern will add the meaning Of .the procession it was
Tonight
Meeting
to
fesmeet
the
attend
Shriner
a
buquerque
to the large stock and conduct an up- a beautiful sight;, and to those who
This evening at 7:30 o'clock
tivities there today.
ot me .ew jiexicu nm uuun mai
business.
ing
did not grasp its full meaning, it was
s
E- - Hendricks will remain here
Judge C. Martinez, son of Hon.
and nevertheless an imposing spectacle.
Society will be held at the office of
e
Martinez, w:ho has been quite the Santa Fe Water and Light
nis time to otller interests
One of the most touching features
ill with pneumonia at Las Vegas, has pany. r inai arrangements aie iu
that he has. He will occupy the pres- - of the procession was the appearance
so far recovered that he will return to innae un iue iur iu wu "
quarters: or tne rsanonai DanK 01 of 20 retty little girls clad in spot-ar- e
Santa Fe next week.
also to be made in the constitu- - Carlsbad as soon as the bank moves lei. white and strewing flowers in
Prof. J. D. Tinsley was at Las Vegas tion and
Every one is urged to its neft. location in the Fant build- - front o( the celebrant carrying the
yesterday. He is in charge of dry to attend.
jug about July 1st.
Blessed Sacrament.
The new mercantile company has
farming experiments in New Mexico
as anBand Will Be There The military
The order of procession
for the Santa Fe system, but is much hand will accompany
the Salmon also leased the Tansill block, and as nounced in Saturday's New Mexican
to . Las soon as the building:; can be put in was followed and no untoward event
discouraged on account of the drouth Grays amj the excursionists
and fears that results this year will Veeas Sundav and play stirring airs shape and ..stock placed, it will be oc- - marred the beauty of the ceremony,
be as disappointing as they were last whpn the ba1 park is opened. Mr. ' ciipted by various lines the company
began after" the high mass cele
year.
K
ai(i today that 175 persons have will handle 'outside of dry goods. The brated by the vicar general, Very Rev.
be Father Fourchegu and lasted about an
v)itt
C. W. Fairfield and Surveyor Gen- - signed the excursion list and many j Barge concrete warehouse
eral J. W. Marsh spent Sunday and others will go to Las Vegas in parties, j completed in time to handle the spring ho ur.
It is estimated that 2,000 people
yesterday at Estancia. Mr. Fairfeld The train will leave here at 7:30 a. wool clip.
says that while at Estancia, a report in There will be a special car fori The first crop of alfalfa is
viewed the procession and that more
gathered, the. next .crop is starting out than a thousand took part in it.
was brought in that a flow of 1400 gal- adies.
well and with "wartht weather should,
lons of water a minute had been
J
. hp rpadv in friiir" 'wppts
.. ..
Pnrtnn
'
" , is
struck in an experimental well that is night The New Mexico Horticultural
TWO MORE DEMOCRATS
,
;"
wt'1J
a
"
gooa
siana
naving
were
.m
heinsr sunk. Welcome showers
iv,t ir, thp mm:ra"ml8
TO THE BAD.
,
scarcity-valleysecured.
The
bee"
generally
also reported from various parts of the f the'Santa Fe Water and Light Com- of he,P
hampering the farmers
although right around Estan- This will be an important meet-- '
Springfield, 111., May; 31. Supboenas
The acreage under culti- cia the drouth is unbroken.
all interPSted in horticulture wewhat
more state representatives
fortwo
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have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
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DRY GOODS
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Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
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To Young Men Who

are

About

to Graduate.
don't graduate very often in tms
world; some of you only once, perhaps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.

You
.

For these reasons you want to he
especially well dressed for it; you
want to look as well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
your friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you looking your best.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look his best; they're
the kind of clothes that are themselves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are- perfectly made; they're
stylish and they fit right.
We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and emphasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our representative, just as your friends will be
proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.
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